Mobile wireless video delivery is still challenging due to its limited bandwidth and dynamic channel status. In this paper, a novel approach named Dubbing Video Slides (DVS) is proposed to cope with the bandwidth limitation problem. Based on a statistical video cantent importance analysis. DVS method can dynamically select and transmit representative video frames which are relatively more important. and discard others according to current network status feedback. To save bandwidth. we can use these representative frames as substitutes for those adjacent video intervals and synchronize with the original audio track during playback. The visual simulation shows DVS works well for video summary in mobile network delivery.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of mobile wireless network and popularization of wireless terminals, versatile mobile service requirements also increased rapidly. Among them, video delivery is the most important one. As a major objective pursued by the communications manufacturers, video delivery via mobile wireless network faces diverse challenges[ 1] [2] , including limited bandwidth, dynamic network conditions with low stability, variety of relay equipment, different terminal decoding speeds, various display screen resolution and color depth, confliction between high power consumption, and limited battery capacity, etc. Research work aiming at these challenges has been conducted recently and some achievements have been made including more efficient transmission protocols across different network layers, open interface standards to the lntemet backbone, more efficient data compression encoding and decoding, better transmission control, improved error correction, adaptive QoS control, and efficient power control, etc.
Even with all these improvements, video delivery based on MPEG4 and RTSP cannot satisfy the actual requirement yet. Restricted wireless bandwidth is a dominating factor. Compromise must be made when providing video service at present. It would be better to discard those unimportant frames selectively rather than dropping frames passively and randomly during delivery. involving the whole video. Given specific videos, both of them produce fixed summaries. In our context, however, a new scheme is needed which should both include audiovisual information and reflect the outline of the whole video. Furthermore, it should he able to produce summaries in different granularity according to the dynamic variety of network bandwidth. This sets forth to the design and implementation of our video summary scheme.
Figurel: Original Video and DVS

Dubbing Video Slides (DVS) Scheme
We describe an innovative summary scheme named Dubbing Video Slides (DVS) for mobile wireless video delivery, which can leverage dynamically between bandwidth and video quality. As shown in Figure 1 , via DVS we can select and transmit dynamic amounts of representative video frames which are deemed more important and discard others, based on a statistical video content importance analysis. We then use these representative frames as substitutes for those adjacent video intervals, and synchronize them with the original audio track during playback. As long as the discarding of 0-7803-7965-9/03/$I7.00 02003 IEEE I -265 ICME 2003 unimportant frames is restricted to a local scope, and the synchronization with audio track is conducted according to corresponding positions in the sampling sequence, users can still comprehend the delivered content by means of prior knowledge and local context. The key problem then is to select frames dynamically which are the most representative to the whole original video sequence when synchronized with audio track. As shown in Figure 2 
DVS GENERATION STEPS
Video Segmentation
In the first step, whole video is segmented into basic semantic clips. Extracting representative frames from each local clip scope can guarantee that at least one representative frame is selected for each local scene so that no major scenario is missing, which accordingly can achieve the comprehensiveness effect of DVS. Two methods are combined to segment a video into clips.
First, an enhanced double-threshold shot detection is executed which can suppress the over-segmentation of shots as well as reduce the probability of missing shots effectively [6] . Caption-based segmentation is then executed according to whether captions exist or change inside the shots. Video captions, especially dialogue captions, are synthesized manually and they have strong semantic synchronization relationship with the audio track; therefore, they are good clews for DVS summary. Representative frames of different caption videos should still keep this semantic relationship. Caption-based segmentation utilizes text detection techniques such as edge or comer detection, effect enhancement, projection, etc. [7] to estimate whether a video frame contains textlike captions area and locate their positions. In the DVS context, captions usually appear in a rectangle area at the bottom of the screen with overlapping mode, and a certain aspect ratio of the fonts. With this knowledge in advance, we can judge whether a video frame contains text captions and then partition the shots accordingly. As for clips containing captions, text area sub-image is extracted from the whole frame one by one via procedures such as gray image transform, noise filtering, binary image transform, and single character segmentation, OCR is then applied to the normalized single character binary image and the complete character string can be recognized.
Our experiment shows that such a text detection technique is precise enough to locate captions in video frames, but the OCR results are not satisfactory due to complex background and low image resolution. Our original successful OCR rate is about 50% which is not good enough for video content index, but it is good enough to distinguish frame sequences with different captions. As a result, we obtain finer granularity than that of shots which contain either the same caption or no caption at all.
Fuzzy Color Histogram Feature Vector
To carry out content-feature-based selection of the representative frames, appropriate structural feature vector for each frame which can represent or distinguish video content is formed to analyze the frame similarity relationship in the feature space. As an applicationindependent method, color-based features, especially color histograms are widely used to construct such vectors with reasonable computation complexity. But there are clear objections in basic color histogram due to rigid color region partitions and sparse pixel statistics. Since human visual and mental perception of color difference is based on continuous shift and not sensitive to approximative colors, and human perception of images is determined by the percentage and distribution of less dominant colors, an improved fuzzy color histogram algorithm based on fuzzy classification is proposed to extract the fuzzy feature vector which better matches human visual perception.
This algorithm is now briefly described.
Assuming that a given kame is a color image with width w and height H We show how to construct Y , the corresponding color feature vector. Partition the three independent color channels into nk,n',n" intervals respectively, and obtain the following partitioned results: We can employ such functions to the three individual channels in a similar way: F*,(x"); F,(.I'); F&") Based on these functions, we can obtain the class membership degree vectors of all pixels in a frame, and then figure out the following fuzzy color histograms for individual channels statistically: The algebraic relation among I and i, j , k can be into n subspaces, denoted as:
where /=1,2,..,n,aud n = n " * n ' * n ' formulated as follows:
According to fuzzy mathematics multiplication, we can formulize the fuzzy color histogram feature vector of the given frame as follows: Y = ( H , , H *,..., H , , ..., H " ) , n = n * *n' e n " where H -H A , r H . i * H " , and Il~/ < n , I s i S n ' , l < j s n ' , I s k i n ' (6) 
Computation of Frame Numbers
Before selection of important frames, the number of extracted frames for each semantic clip should be determined. Assume that the total number of extracted frames of the whole video is N , which varies dynamically according to the real time feedback of wireless network status, and the total number of clips is P.
p , its frame sequence begins from the ith frame of the original video to the j t h frame. Obviously, the number of important frames for a given clip is not only related to the clip length, but also influenced by the intensity of content motions of the clip. Content intensity can be estimated 
The corresponding relative frame extraction ratio is
Finally, the number of representative frames for can be determined: 
Frame Selection Based on Trajectory Analysis
A reasonable solution for frame selection is to delete those secondary frames which are similar to the previous neighboring ones and whose contents can be estimated from the local context, while keeping those primary frames which have more important visual clews and whose contents are relatively more difficult to foresee. The corresponding feature vector of a given frame can be thought as a point in a high dimension space. Further more, the whole sequence can be mapped into a trajectory composed of these points. This trajectory is composed of connected line segments between discrete and adjacent I -267 points, and its shape reflects the content motions of the video. Intuitively, positions with higher curvature in the trajectory refer to the more important frames whose contents are more difficult to deduct, while positions with lower curvature refer to the less important frames whose contents are easier to deduct from the local context. After eliminating those secondary points, the sequence of the remaining points can still present the approximate profile of the original video well.
Assume that the number of representative frames varies in the following range according to the network status. 
EXPERIMENTS
Based on these steps, we calculate a content importance weight for each video frame. By comparing those weight values with a dynamic threshold whose value reflects the current network status, we can generate dynamically sequences with different lengths from several tens of frames to the total length of the video. We performed several experiments to investigate different granularity of DVS summaries whose selected video frame number decrease gradually, thus reducing the required bandwidth by sacrificing the visual continuity. Due to the length limitation, location data of these representative frames in the testing videos are ignored here.
We use Adobe Premier to simulate the final visual effect of the resulting DVS instead of implementing the transmission and synchronization. Such process is subjective and hard to evaluate, but from simulation experiments, we can still find that although the image conversion result is not fluent and visual details are lost, the integrated audio-visual outline of the original video is comprehensible and valuable. With our testing material, even after 96% frames are discarded, viewers can still grasp the outline of the video. In addition, we find that with an appropriate frame number, DVS can also generate quite similar key frame storyboard as mentioned in [SI.
CONCLUSION
To cope with the bandwidth problem in mobile wireless video delivery, this paper proposed a dynamic frame selection approach for dubbing video slides creation. It can select dynamically representative video frames which are relatively more important, and discard others according to current network status feedback. Visual simulation experiments show that DVS indeed can provide a simple and feasible video content creation and playback technique for quality video delivery under current mobile wireless communications constraints.
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